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About CAIL Mobile Solutions
CAIL is a leading enterprise mobilitiy solution provider that enables organizations to create
and deploy new Mobile Services / Apps on Smartphones and Tablets – fast.

With quick and flexible rendering of information on mobile screens plus extensive back-end
system integration, CAIL leverages the investment in current IT infrastructure - so Customers
can deliver new capabilities quickly, better perform for Customers and increase appeal to
attract new Customers. This better positions organizations to focus on sustainable business
innovation and realize the significant advantages with mobile.

For more insights on Mobile Enabling the Enterprise and CAIL, please visit - www.cailmobility.com

Create Apps — Fast
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Introduction
IN THIS WHITEPAPER, FIND OUT WHY –
•

Mobile Apps matter

•

Apps are improving productivity and collaboration

•

Apps are increasing business opportunities

•

Empowering business people to create Apps and leverage IT competencies, fast tracks
progress and reduces risk in Mobile
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Why Apps Matter
With Enterprise Mobile, the rise of BYOD came the
promise of new heights in mobile capabilities and personnel productivity – if people could use the devices they
preferred, have quick access to needed information,
and the ability to deliver Mobile Services important to
the business.
In some cases that promise has materialized. But
when it comes to Apps, most enterprises are struggling
to move past enabling the basics – namely, email, calendars and contacts.

A recent survery shows that on average, companies have
more than 400 custom and packaged applications within
their organization. Yet today, only 22 % of Enterprise
Apps can be accessed from mobile devices – email, PIM,
calendar and a few others.
The result, there is an App gap – a gulf between the tools
mobile workers need and the tools they’re able to utilize.
Fortunately the gap is narrowing. Why? There’s a
growing awareness that Apps have the ability to improve
business outcomes plus enable people to be more
effective, accessible and collaborative-from anywhere. This
is occurring because mobile is maturing. With the consumerization of IT, more mobile users feel their location
and endpoint ( whether it’s a PC, laptop, smartphone or
tablet) shouldn’t restrict their ability to do their job.

In conjunction with this, Apps are an important component
of an Enterprise Mobile Strategy because •

Apps increase relevance with Customers and
improve appeal to attract new Customers

•

Apps enable the organization to better manage change
( to be more successful at Business Innovation, while
mitigating risk and cost)

•

Apps provide a more personalized service for a
better User experience

•

Apps increase personnel productivity, effectiveness and value

•

Apps enable the organization to be more agile /
responsive to new opportunities

•

Apps make it easy to expand business capabilities
with new Mobile Services

•

Apps improve business outcomes (more revenue,
deliver competitive advantage, etc.)

According to Aberdeen’s Andrew Borg:
“ This year there was a 30% across - the board increase in the number of Apps available.
Best in class companies were developing
about 14.5 Enterprise Apps on average. So
the number of Apps is growing, and the rate
of growth is accelerating. ”
“Enterprise Mobile App development is on
the rise ” agrees Maribel Lopez, founder of
Lopez Research LLC.  “ Almost two-thirds of
the companies surveyed in the Q4 2013 Lopez Research benchmark plan to mobile-enable at least 5 or more applications in 2014.”
Building on this, because of the significant benefits
with Apps, organizations need to dramatically
increase the number of Apps to capitalize on
the significant opportunity in Enterprise Mobile
by better serving Customers, improving internal information sharing and decision making,
plus promoting special corporate events.
Because of this and that Apps make it so
much quicker and easier to perform tasks,
there is a huge need to Create Apps – Fast.
Further to expand the number of people involved in delivering new Mobile Services,
business personnel need to be able to create
Apps. This is also important for the organization
to be better at business innovation and enable
those responsible for results to achieve their goals.

App Direction
Gartner predicts Apps will continue to grow in
numbers, be smaller / more function specific,
and more targeted to the audience with –
•

Customer facing Apps

•

Internal Apps

•

Special Event Apps
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Apps and the Future of Enterprise Mobile
In 2011 enterprises demonstrated they understood the importance of using Mobile Apps
to drive productivity. That year, Aberdeen
conducted a survey with 240 enterprises and
reported: “ The use of Mobile Apps designed
specifically to help employees get their work
done increased productivity by 45%. Further,
the data reveals that operational efficiency
improved by 44% when Enterprise Apps are
made available.”
Today’s Enterprise Apps facilitate productivity
in a range of ways including building and
leveraging Apps for - project management,
task lists, brainstorming, presentation develop
ment and delivery, bookmarking and archiving,
social sharing, and analytics / monitoring, etc.
Extending on this, organizations need to
significantly expand the number of Apps to
increase relevance with Customers and have
more appeal to attract new Customers.  This
is important since Enterprise Apps are effecting change, providing competitive advantage,
and expanding revenue streams.
Machine-to -machine (M2M) communications
and Apps that enable these exchanges will
continue to change how we work. In business,
across industries, the rapid growth of computing
endpoints continues. These computers and
sensors are being used for asset tracking, data
collection, usage analytics, remote monitoring
and many other capabilities that have traditionally required human effort. Further, on the
home front, appliances, alarm systems, thermostats and many other devices now contain
small, powerful computers that are controlled
from network connections.

The applications of M2M are numerous:
from vending machines, where status and
content monitoring is continuous, with automated dispatch for repairs or replenishment
when required; to patient care, where medical
equipment can be monitored and controlled
centrally, or from any device, anywhere.
Continuing to peer into the future, mobile
access to cognitive computing, or artificial intelligence, is poised to bring major changes in
business processes and productivity in many
industries. Doctors on the move will input test
results and symptoms into an App that will
survey historical databases to help present
diagnosis and treatment options – improving
accuracy and sometimes eliminating the need
for additional research and communication. The
same kind of capabilities will allow sales reps
and managers to provide better - informed
answers to customers and prospects on the fly.
Further, with the emergence of the Internet
of Things, Wearables, etc. – more is coming
in Mobile and a paradigm shift is in the making
that will benefit those who get it, and be harsh
on those that don’t !
As well, Mobile Services often utilize Apps
that can access and process information from
various systems and end points. Because of
this, there is a need for the Mobile Platform
to have an extensive Connector Library for
system access and back-end integration, a
modular architecture, extensive interfacing / API
capabilities, and the ability to quickly render
information on mobile devices.
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Why App Creation Platforms Matter
Mobile cloud apps don’t need to be downloaded and installed. Instead, users view the app
interface in a browser window on their mobile device, which requires an Internet connection.
Cloud - based mobile apps have been quick to take hold in the consumer world, but far
less popular for production -class apps that tie back into the enterprise infrastructure. For one
thing, slow Internet speeds can hamper their effectiveness.
But this is changing. HTML5 makes it easier to create rich, web-based apps that can be
updated remotely ( that is, with no need for users to install an update each time). HTML5
helps bridge the functionality gap between mobile websites and apps.
Granted, HTML5 has some shortcomings, and this is why enterprises are increasingly
looking to hybrid Apps, in which significant parts of an App are written using web technology,
but with aspects of native code contained in an HTML5 wrapper. “Developers can add layers
of re-usable HTML5 to run on top of native code in order to take advantage of each platform’s
best features,” explains Aidan Quilligan, managing director of Accenture Mobility.
Is hybrid App coding making a large impact? It is indeed. Industry specialists forecast that
“ by 2015, 80% of all mobile applications will be hybrid or Mobile-Web-Oriented.”

Apps and Collaboration
People need to effectively collaborate and better share information to make good decisions on a
timely basis. Location and challenges with information access are no longer acceptable barriers.
Organizations increasingly understand they need to provide powerful and usable Enterprise tools
for collaboration to perform tasks – or risk poor decision making, or people finding consumer tools.
While mobile devices can be powerful tools for productivity, the level of complexity that applications
create for users is growing, according to Monica Basso, research vice president at Gartner
Inc. As an example, to counteract this complexity, Harmon.ie combines Office 365™, Yammer
and SharePoint ® into one Mobile Collaboration App.  Another example is with CAIL where
you can Create Apps – Fast with Forms, templates, Drop -and - Drag, Point and Click, etc.
Further, according to Accelion’s Paul Steiner, “ Collaboration will continue to evolve, next
with an emphasis on flexible workflows. Currently different types of content creation and editing
are not tied into each other, but soon they will have to be. The workflows we have now will be
more flexible so that people can do multiple things at the same time, between various devices,
so you can transfer a WebEx presentation from a laptop to your mobile phone or tablet, and
be truly connected while on the go. People are looking for flexible workflows, which is really
driving BYOD to the next evolution.”
Importantly, Mobile Collaboration Apps don’t need to be complicated to accomplish their
goals. Location -based Apps, for example, are already helping field service reps find a colleague
nearby (with the right subject matter expertise) who can be called in to help with a problem.
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Using Apps to Address
Changing Business Needs
While today’s Apps can locate a nearby col-

forward -looking enterprises. However, solutions

league, tomorrow’s Apps and hardware tech-

for many enterprise use cases are still ‘proof

nology may mean this same subject matter

of concept ’ and will take at least two years

expert can stay put and still lend a hand,

for larger-scale deployments because they

thanks to smart glasses (like Google Glass).

depend heavily on associated Apps and servic-

According to Gartner, smart glasses with

es. However, during the next five years, the

augmented reality (AR) and head-mounted

ecosystems will evolve to include more Apps

cameras will boost the efficiency of technicians,

that do specific tasks with smart glasses.”  

engineers and other workers in field service,

— Angela McIntyre, Research Director at Gartner

maintenance, healthcare and manufacturing.

And if smart glasses still strike you as a

In the next three to five years, the industry that
is likely to experience the greatest benefit from
smart glasses is field service, potentially increasing
profits by $1 billion annually. The greatest savings
in field service will come from diagnosing and
fixing problems more quickly, without bringing
additional experts to remote sites.

distant prospect, consider smart watches.
Business Insider predicts these devices will
form a $9.2 billion market by 2018.
“ Even at businesses that don’t look at
wearables,” says Stuart Johnston, Deloitte
national leader on Technology, Media and
Telecommunications, “ it’s possible the devices will arrive at work anyway through bring

The most telling observation though is not
about the hardware, but about the Apps that
drive it.
“Adoption of smart glasses is starting al-

your own device (BYOD).”
Because of this, Analysts suggest that
businesses prepare now for ‘ WYOD’, or
‘ Wear Your Own Device.’

ready with pilot implementations planned by
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The Challenges of
Building / Developing Apps
In a 2013 study of 348 organizations, Aberdeen Group found that organizations are often
“ overwhelmed by choices: device type ( tablet, smartphone or wearable); operating system
(iOS, Android™, BlackBerry ®, or Windows ® Phone); operating system version; and application
type ( ‘native’, HTML 5 or hybrid ). In addition, there’s a wide variety of software development
tools and frameworks available, with an average of 2.8 Mobile App Development frameworks
already in use at each organization.”
With at least eight major App Stores catering to various Mobile Operating Systems, it’s no surprise that enterprises have been paralyzed by the proliferation of App Dev Tools and languages.
In part, this is why Developers are increasingly turning away from closed, proprietary systems
in favor of open standards. Not coincidently, the open source community has also flourished,
creating a considerable knowledge base that enterprise application developers can tap into.
In many cases, one developer may have already figured out the problem another is struggling
to solve.
Though the HTML5 standard still poses some compatibility issues, it also offers enterprise
application developers opportunities to streamline the development process. Using HTML5,
they can write an application one time and make only minimal code changes for each platform.
An Enterprise App Development Toolkit is incomplete without HTML5 development capabilities,
as most Enterprises’ Mobile App needs will include a mix of native and web -based solutions.
As a best practice, Enterprises should utilizeMobile App Development Platforms that feature
cross-platform tools and have the flexibility to support native, web and hybrid app development
efforts – and stay away from anything proprietary.
In addition, it is problematic when Apps can take 6 to 12 months to deliver and cost
$100,000. to $500,000. Developing Apps under these circumstances is counter to the expectation in Mobile of quick gratification and economical.  Further Developing Apps struggles
with providing a great User Experience and enabling the business to capitalize on a timely
basis on new opportunities or being responsive to new requests for Mobile Services.
Because of these challenges, next generation Mobile Platforms are emerging that enable
business people to Create Apps – Fast .
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App Development Options

It is recognized the Custom App Development or using an App Development Platform ( ie: a
MEAP – Mobile Enterprise Application Platform, or MADP – Mobile Application Development
Platform) are familiar tools for developing new Mobile Services.
However with the need for speed (to deliver new Apps and evolve current Apps faster), reduce
the cost and complexity of rolling out new Mobile Services, and enable business people to create
Apps to better position the organization to achieve corporate goals – there is a need for a Mobile
Platform that is easy to use and produces results quickly. This is why the App Design and Deploy
Platform (ADDP) is important.
The following chart summarizes the 3 options for developing / creating Apps to extend business
capabilities with new Mobile Services.
•
•
•

Custom Development : Developing Apps with Programmer Tools, writing code, testing, etc.
MEAP / MADP Product: First generation platforms for developing Apps
ADDP Product: App Design and Deploy Platform

CRITERIA

CUSTOM

MEAP / MADP

ADDP

A. Suitability for creating Enterprise Apps

6

7

9

B. Delivers a Great User Experience

6

6

9

C.  Provides Quick Gratification

1

3

9

D. Enables Business Innovation

2

4

9

E. Suitability for Business Personnel

1

1

9

F.   Leverages Current Systems

6

6

9

G. Support for BYOD

6

7

8

H. Support for Security

6

7

8

I. Support for MDM

6

7

8

J. Support for MAM

6

7

8

46

55

86

K. Time to Deliver an App

4 - 12 mo.

3 - 9 mo.

min/hours/days

L.   Cost to Create an App

$100 - 500K

$50 - 400K

$5 - 15K

Immense

Immense

Nominal

**

**

****

O. ROI

Very long

Long

Fast

P. Deployment Options

In - house

Limited

Many

Score

M.   IT effort to Create an App
N.   Delivers Competitive Advantage

Note: Rating based on responsiveness to a new requirement including the time, effort and cost to deliver / change
an App – satisfactory to a Business User or a Customer request. The higher the rating and appeal of the other criteria,
the better the solution.
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The Case for an App
Design – and – Deploy Platform
Creating Apps — Fast with an ADDP Solution (ie: CAIL) better positions the organization to move
forward on Mobile initiatives by enabling personnel to leverage their respective capabilities as follows BUSINESS
To quickly deliver new Mobile Services

To be better at Business Innovation

To Better Manage Change by
reducing risk and cost

IT
Gets IT out of creating content
since Business people Create Apps

Builds on IT technical capabilities
to support Mobile/ BYOD similar to
other components of IT infrastructure (ie: the Desktop, Laptops, the
Network, Platforms, etc.) with a
focus on System: Security, Manageability, Planning, Performance,
Architecture, etc.

To be a more Agile organization

To increase Relevance with Current
Customers to attract new Customers

Leverage current information
services to support new business

To support a strategy to expand
business opportunities and have a
greater Mobile presence
Easier and quicker to address
new requirements
More $
(Revenue - Top Line & Bottom Line)

Analogy : Similar to Business people
creating their own presentations with
PowerPoint, they create Apps with CAIL

Analogy : While IT personnel use
PowerPoint for their presentations,
IT is typically not involved in creating slides for Business Users

For more insights on Creating Apps — Fast , see www.cailmobility.com
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Conclusions
With Enterprise Mobile evolving, there are more options to expand Mobile Services to achieve
corporate objectives and increase business opportunities.  And by “ Creating Apps Fast “, the
organization can be better at business innovation – by delivering results that matter with a great
User Experience – quickly, while significantly reducing the time, effort, risk and cost.  This is critically important for business success.
For additional information realizing the benefits with Apps, please visit www.cailmobility.com
or contact CAIL at info@cail.com, 800-668-5769, 905-940-9000 to learn more.
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